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1. David 

a. Booked room (big new reformed classroom) for pumpkin carving (12 - 2, 
Wednesday) 

b. Should have it in the atrium 
c. Buy pumpkins for ourselves 
d. Costume contest 
e. Collab! 
f. General take over this event 

2. Each VP gives updates on communication with their general members (15 mins) 
a. This year General know their responsibilities and seem eager :) 
b. Shami and Fraser already delegating tasks 

3. Open discussion on elections (45 mins)  
a. Situation with ABCFP, Sports Rep and Student Senator, Forest Ops positions  

i. ABCFP - Bridget 
ii. Forest Ops - Chasel 
iii. Student Senator - Christian 
iv. Run elections again or appoint for Sports Rep 

1. Deadline to see if we find someone interested 
2. Have them send resume and cover letter 
3. Long boat, storm the wall, intramurals... 

b. Things left to do for Val before she leaves in Jan  
i. Update FUS Binder with all the feedback from the year.  
ii. Update Bylaws and have council vote on changes and elections ties 

situations and stepping down (by-elections, appointing, interested people 
apply). 

iii. Decide with council on who is organizing Coconut and have a schedule 
ready 

iv. Incorporate sustainability plans for the FUS in the Binder.  
v. Create achievable goals for the period January - April for all execs and 

general members  
vi. BTS 

1. Emails, delegating tasks, answering questions, setting up 
meetings 

vii. Appoint someone to be the prez 
1. Hanna Simard would be interested and one more person 
2. They can shadow Val until December 
3. Have a deadline to send resume, cover letter and interview 
4. Or if appoint someone, should be inside FUS 
5. In interview, have more execs be present to see how we would 

work with them  
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c. Things left to do for Carolina before she leaves in Jan  
i. Finalize FUS lounge (create signs for students to maintain)  
ii. Get the Wood Furniture Project up and running 

1. Alyssa help promote it 
2. Contact Steve (WPP rep) 

iii. Facilitate the organization of a joint event with Diversity Crew  
iv. New fridge 

1. Hygiene and space 
v. Official opening of FUS by this week 

d. Things left to do for Deandra before she leaves in Jan 
i. Facilitate smooth transition of AMS rep 
ii. Matt and Daniel already had meetings 
iii. Matt has a lot of time on his hands, he wants to come to exec meetings 

for updates. She will see how he will do with Sustainability Project with 
AMS and see with them if they can take over. 

e. Train subcommittee to do things? 
4. Retreat moved to late March if we are going to extend our positions 

a. Be prepared for elections (when it opens, when should they be elected by) - Find 
out by the following weeks - Shirlei 

b. Only past and future executives (not General, too many people otherwise) 
c. Focus on a training session (team building) for General, local, shorter (UBC 

workshop is too expensive) 
5. Coconut 

a. General already helping at event and planning (6 program reps, 12 in total) 
b. Having one supervisor per station 

i. Execs manage the volunteers and general 
ii. Training before the event 
iii. Put together a document with outlines and instructions 

c. Hire people to help 
i. Volunteers, free ticket 
ii. Find people who are eager to help for very little 
iii. Help for 2 hours or so 
iv. Put up a sign up sheet 

d. Help at certain times 
i. Softball 
ii. Moving things in the morning 

e. Start T-shirt contest late December - Alyssa 
i. Figure out different requirements 
ii. Meh Japanese maple leaf 

f. Alyssa knows a good lighting person that can help out on the day of  
g. Bonfire  
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6. Forestry wellness week in sync with UBC 
a. Joined events with LFS 

7. Diagram 
a. Program reps under Social and Academic (both!) 
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